Quarterly Venture Capital Update
At SVB Financial Group, understanding the industries we serve is fundamental. Like you, we track, study
and analyze the activity in our markets and, as your partner, we want to share our findings. This report
chronicles venture capital activity in Q2 2005 and includes commentary from our vantage point in the industry
regarding what it all means. We seek out and consolidate the most compelling data, pointing to the trends in
the technology and life science industries. We invite your opinions and encourage ongoing dialogue regarding
the opportunities ahead of us.
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One Destination, Two Roads: Illuminating the GP/ LP Relationship
By John Otterson and Katie Knepley, SVB Capital
In each of the past four years, venture capitalists have invested roughly $20 billion into their portfolio companies. Fundraising
by venture funds over this same period did not keep pace, causing a decrease in the overhang, or pool of un-invested capital
held by venture firms. Over the past four quarters, however, a step up in fundraising by venture firms has averaged $5.7 billion,
resulting in a stabilization of the overhang to an amount that equates to roughly six quarters of investment capital. With this
resurgence of fundraising, venture firm general partners (GPs) and institutional limited partners (LPs) re-engaged in the
fundraising process. In doing so, they were reminded once again that while they share the same first-order priority –– to
create wealth –– differences in second-order priorities and strategies cause a natural tension between GPs and LPs. In our experience observing both GPs and LPs, we have found those who understand these differences are best positioned to create
successful long-term partnerships.
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History of the GP/LP Relationship

U.S. Venture-Backed IPOs
Deals & Dollars
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When LPs and GPs act as a single team, their roles are
unambiguous and it is clear that the success of the fund itself
is the priority; however, when each is viewed as a separate
entity, their roles and priorities diverge.

An LP is tasked with constructing a portfolio of venture
firms that is well diversified in risk and return potential.
While the LP’s primary goal is to realize superior returns
from the managers in which they invest, their challenge is to
make selection decisions today that will bring rewards six to
Source: VentureOne and
Ernst & Young Quarterly Venture
Capital Report

ten years later. Therefore, when constructing a venture
capital portfolio, LPs generally apply a developed and
standard due diligence methodology to their selection
process, based upon a set of second-order priorities.

Region Focus All Industries - 2Q05

GPs aim to optimize their careers and the success of their
firms. To achieve these objectives, the GP must apply sound
judgment and business acumen in order to create positive
returns over the long term. At the same time, GPs are faced
with an increasingly competitive, dynamic, and efficient
landscape that complicates their job.

As this landscape

evolves, GPs are constantly looking to capitalize on new
opportunities and adapt to new market conditions. In executing this approach, GPs believe that they have the best
perspective and judgment to evolve their strategy or team to
Source: VentureOne and Ernst & Young

be ideally positioned to create wealth and positive returns.

Although the common goal for GPs and LPs is to create

Post Money Valuation Report ($M) - 2Q05

wealth over time, the difference in their second-order
priorities and methodologies creates numerous points of
divergence, causing a natural tension between the groups.
In many instances GPs and LPs agree on the relevant indicators of future success, but disagree on the interpretation of
the details.

Source: VentureOne
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Common Vision

Most Active Investors

Since both GPs and LPs seek to create wealth and they agree
on several factors that are essential for a fund to generate
positive returns:

* Corporate VC
Source: VentureOne and Ernst & Young Quarterly Venture Capital Report

¡

A team that can deliver

¡

A differentiated strategy

¡

A logical connection between the GP’s expertise and the
stated future strategy

U.S. VC-Backed Liquidity Events by Industry
As part of their due diligence process, LPs generally seek to
focus on each of these factors as a potential indicator of
superior future returns. However, as this process advances,
so does the probability for divergent points of view, since
GPs and LPs may disagree about what constitutes favorable
traits for any of these factors.

Source: VentureOne and Ernst & Young Quarterly Venture Capital Report

Where Perspectives Diverge

U.S. IPOs vs. M&As

While LPs and GPs agree that the above factors are important indicators of future success, their disparate responsibilities and roles are highlighted by the different ways that
each group evaluates team consistency, strategy, returns and
risk. The basis of the difference in second-order priorities
comes from the LP preference for stability and predictabil-

Source: VentureOne and Ernst & Young
Quarterly Venture Capital Report

ity, contrasted with the GP’s economic incentive to deliver
high returns without regard to the LP’s overall portfolio

($B)

U.S. VC-Backed M&A Activity

constraints.
LPs prioritize team stability because they believe it is an
indicator of the team’s ability to replicate past successes and
therefore reduce future risk.

Despite LP distaste for

turnover it may be a necessity from the GP perspective.
GPs seeking career optimization and the success of their
firms may embrace team turnover, as a way to reduce risk
through the elimination of an underperformer. GPs will
also point out that turnover may be inherent in a highly

Source: VentureOne and Ernst & Young Quarterly Venture Capital Report
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selective succession planning process. Paradoxically, from

European Venture-Backed IPOs

the GP’s perspective, turnover may generate greater stability. As a result, LPs are well advised to delve into the nature
and logic of changes in line-up over time in order to ascertain whether those changes are likely to increase or decrease
return potential.
LPs are most comfortable with firms that stick to what they
know. From the LP perspective, a consistent strategy mitigates risk at the firm level by connecting known skill sets
with known opportunity sets. At the portfolio level, this
consistency supports the LP’s efforts to construct a specific

Source: Dow Jones VentureOne

portfolio with exposure to particular strategies. This perspective is so widely held that LPs have developed a name
for not adhering to a stated strategy: strategy drift. GPs,
however, may be more inclined to update aged strategies in
light of changes in the venture landscape. In doing so, they

Perspective

would point out that blind adherence to past strategies in

Since the technology bubble burst, European venture

the face of evolving opportunities is foolhardy and certain

capitalists have endured little or no access to the capital

to induce more risk, not less. Although LPs are resistant to

markets for IPOs and the only source of liquidity has

ill-defined strategies, through effective due diligence and a

been through a trade sale. European VCs often looked at

high level of communication from the GP they will be able

the U.S. with envy as the Nasdaq supported high-

to evaluate a GP’s perspective and judgment in evolving a

growth technology companies and provided higher

fund’s strategy.

valuations than mainstream European exchanges.
LPs place a high premium on consistency in return originaWhere once there stood several regional exchanges that

tion. Attribution is important to LPs as they are looking to

were vying to become the pan-European equivalent of

develop a carefully diversified portfolio. They want GPs

Nasdaq, today there remains just one viable market that

who can deliver long-term results using as specific an

could take this mantle –– AIM.

approach and focus as possible. LPs also want to participate
in many future funds. Thus strategy drift, even with suc-

The London Stock Exchange launched AIM in 1995 as a

cessful results, can be problematic for LPs, while GPs place

junior stock market for young companies raising growth

a priority on returns, and have less of a concern for strategy

capital. During the dotcom boom, AIM took off, but

attribution.

crashed hard when the bubble burst. Within the last year

money, regardless of where the returns were originated.

however, AIM has floated more companies than at any

LPs appreciate and reward GPs who garner returns tied to

other time in its history and more institutions are invest-

stated strategy by continuing to support the firm with com-

ing in AIM-traded shares, providing companies with

mitments.

access to more capital, according to a special report on

predictable attribution, it is unlikely that LPs will punish a

AIM by Growing Business.

GP who produces exceptionally high returns on a consistent

The GP will measure success by making

Nevertheless, despite the preference for

basis from any source.
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The Bottom Line

AIM officials told SVB Europe Advisors the in-flow of
companies floating on AIM from around the globe is
increasing, including companies from the U.S. and Israel.
In this situation, VCs and entrepreneurs have enjoyed
healthy valuations and a more flexible and favorable
regulatory environment when contrasted to the requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley.

GPs and LPs have the same first-order priority: to create
wealth. Due to diverse second-order priorities and roles,
there are differences in the methods each party uses to
approach and evaluate the potential for future wealth
creation. Through thoughtful due diligence and understanding of strategy, GP skills and relevant historical

That said, the jury is still out on the long term viability of
AIM. Stock liquidity and the impact of the inevitable
downward effects of a business cycle are still unclear.
Until then, many European VCs view AIM as a way to
realize some exits and get some liquidity, which in turn
should help their fund raising efforts in the short-term. VC

returns, smart and disciplined LPs will construct a portfolio
of venture firms that is well diversified in risk and return
potential. Despite differences in methods each group uses to
attain and measure success, both GPs and LPs will more
easily and consistently achieve their goals by understanding
the second-order priorities of the other. Although this
process may include calculated risk taking and compromise
by both parties, the end result will be a long lasting
partnership that is mutually beneficial. VC

U.S. Deal Flow by Round Class
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Commitments to U.S. Venture Capital Funds

U.S. Cumulative Uninvested
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Cumulative Vintage Year Performance as of 3/31/05
Venture Capital Funds (only)

Cumulative Fund Type Performance as of 3/31/05

Calculation Type: IRR

Calculation Type: IRR

Source: Thomson Financial Venture Economics/NVCA
Source: Thomson Financial Venture Economics/NVCA

Equity Financing* for U.S. Venture-Backed Companies, by Industry Group

*Equity financings include cash investments by professional venture capital firms, corporations, other private equity firms, and individuals into companies that have
received at least one round of venture funding

Source: VentureOne and Ernst & Young

ISO Newsletter
SVB Asset Management, Silicon Valley Bank’s registered investment advisor affiliate publishes a weekly newsletter offering timely
economic news about the technology and life science markets, and the private equity and venture capital industries.
The Investment Strategy Outlook (ISO) newsletter offers readers unique insight and analysis.
http://www.svb.com/services/iso.asp *
* If you are unable to access the links within this document, please copy and paste the Web address to your Web browser.

This update is for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation or recommendation that any particular investor should invest in any particular industry, security, or fund.
SVB Europe Advisors Limited is a subsidiary of Silicon Valley Bank based in London. All of its activity is subject to local rules and regulations.
SVB Asset Management (”SAM”) is a registered investment advisor and non-bank affiliate of Silicon Valley Bank. Investments offered through SAM are not FDIC insured, are not bank guaranteed and
may lose value. This material, including without limitation the statistical information herein, is provided for informational purposes only. The material is based in part upon information from third-party
sources that we believe to be reliable, but which has not been independently verified by us and, as such, we do not represent that the information is accurate or complete. The information should not be
viewed as tax, investment, legal or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. You should obtain relevant and specific professional advice before making any investment decision. Nothing relating to the material should be construed as a solicitation or offer, or recommendation, to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction.
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